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THE IMPACT OF Geopolitical Codes on the Strategic Perception of the United States of America after the Cold WarDissertation Title 2013-2012Year This study emerges from the importance of the relation between strategic perception and thegeopolitical codes that the state pursues in its strategic hypothesis. So the strategic perception isconnected mostly to substantial realization by comprehending and reasoning of means and purposes.Therefore; strategic perception is a full-fledged process evolving into three secondary operations:research, preference, and comparison among alternatives and choosing the best of these alternatives.Realization of purposes and interests is a systematic analytical process to the nature of the dominantfacts and relations in the external and internal environment of the state which invokes the latter todemolish  all threats imposed by this environment on states purposes and interests.Geopolitical codes are a set of strategic hypotheses placed by state to formulate its foreign policyincluding the evaluation of districts geographically through which it achieves its purposes that is ofstrategic significance by defining interests that are liable to sources of threats and make plans to facethese threats. Accordingly, the dissertation is divided into four chapters and a conclusion.The first chapter deals with the theoretical and conceptual framework which is subdivided into twosections. The first section deals with "Perception" as a general framework, and the concept of strategicperception. The second section tackles the concept of geopolitical codes in three pivots: the geopoliticalconcept, the concept of strategic codes, and the relationship between strategic perception andgeopolitical codes.The second chapter deals with the theoretical and intellectual frameworks of geopolitical codes and itsimpact on American strategic perception subdivided into two sections. The first studies liberalism andits intellectual contributions in evolving a strategic perception conforming with these liberalframeworks. The second point deals with the concept of neo-liberalism and its reflection on thisrealization. The third and fourth points study intellectual frameworks evolved in reality within thecontext of liberalism and neo-liberalism, such as "End of History" by Francis Fokoyama, and "The SoftPower" by Joseph S. Nay. The second section concentrates on five points, the first deals with realism, thesecond with neo-realism, the third and fourth study two intellectual models of traditional realism andneo-realism with Briginiski "Big Chessboard" and Huntington "The Clash of Civilizations". The fifthcombines the previous liberalism and realism through studying the concept of neo-conservatives andtheir impact on the American strategical perception.The third chapter is entitled "the development of the applications of The United States of America
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geopolitical codes". It is of three sections, the first studies the development of the American geopoliticalcodes since inception until the second world war. The second section deals with these codes in the ColdWar era by dealing with the codes and procedures on which the American strategy depends informulating its foreign affairs. The third section tackles these practical procedures since the end of theCold War through many codes on which American presidents depend in building their strategies to dealwith the international order.The fourth chapter tackles the future of the geopolitical codes in the American strategic perceptionthrough three prospective scenes. The first is an attempt of formulating geopolitical codes by the UnitedStates based on absolute unilateralism and constructing an empire (control) due to owning qualifiedelements and factors. The second is basing the formulation of the American geopolitical codes on multi-polarity (losing control) as major powers rose to great power which compete the United States on theinternational order hierarchy. The last is based on unilateralism of restricted-participation in aleadership framework because of the parts of the international order. The conclusion sums up thefindings of the study in the four chapters.
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The Role of Leaderships in Transition of  Political Development in the Arab Eastern CountriesDissertation Title 2013-2012Year This thesis is entitled (The Role of leaderships in transition of  political development in The Arab EasternCountries:  A Comparative Study: Iraq and Lebanon as Samples,1990-2010)The title reflects the problem of the study and its basic variables upon which its structure emerged .The  problem of the study is the role of political leaderships in the process of democratic transition , Itincludes many questions such as, what is the required role of political  leaders of the Iraqi and Lebanesesystems  in the transition process ,what are its conditions and requirements of that role, and what is thecontext and  the format  it should be.The variables are : political leadership as an independent variable, political development as a mediatorvariable, and democratic transition as a dependent variable.On the basis of the above , this study is divided into four chapters.The first chapter tackles the theoretical framework which is entitled "leadership,politicaldevelopment,and transition-concepts,elements,and mechanisms",which is subdivided into threesections,each  one tackles one of those three variables successively.The second chapter is entitled "transition basis and leadership structure in Lebanon and Iraq'',which issubdivided into three sections,the first deals with historical data,the second is devoted  to the currentfomula of transition in Iraq and Lebanon while the third deals with the political structure in Iraq andLebanon .The third chapter is entitled'' The environment of transition and structural variables for modernizationin Lebanon and Iraq'',which is subdivided into two sections, the first addresses the internalenvironment, the second addresses the external environment.
The fourth chapter is entitled'' the Leadership and Transition: decision frames and  tools of mechanism'',which is subdivided into three sections, the first is devoted to impact of informal frames in that context,the second and the third tackle the role of leaderships in that context in Lebanon and Iraq successively.Finally, the conclusion sums up the next required step  from the political leadership along the transitioncourse .
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( √ ) PhD( ) MasterState-building experience in the Arabian Gulf Emirates modelDissertation Title 2013-2012Year The phenomenon of the state is considered to be the highest political  discipline man  could ever  reach
to organize interrelations in  communities. State  had  passed  through  different  phases  to have  its finalshape ,in  organizing  the  relations  between  the  authority  and  individuals , by which it  is  realized  inthe  present  time, as a dynamic phenomenon of the rate. Whereas  in the  Arab  Gulf , most  of the statesexisted  during  60s and 70s  of the  20th  century. The colonial  powers  controlled  the destination  ofthe  area  for  a long  time, Besides  the  political authority  in  emirates and  tribes  in  Arab  Gulf  andArabian  peninsula were  based  on tribal  concepts held  by  families  reached  the  ruling  court  throughhistorical  evolution. Some of  these  families  had  an  important  role  in  discarding  Portugal  andPersian  control . Besides, they had  tribal  roots  when their  sheikhs  signed    protection agreementswith  Britain  at  the beginning  of the  19th century , which  in  turn  provided  them  with  political  andmilitary  support.These Families enjoyed a special  position in the  social-class  regarding trade , pearling  and  aagriculture. Ruling discipline in  these emirates  was based on one- person ruling  which  never allowedat that time to put a written  constitution  clarifying the nature of this ruling  in each  emirate  includingpublic   authorities, individual rights, liberty, etc.The  ruler managed the emirate`s affairs without  limits to his authorities,  but  the accepted  customsand  traditions ,moreover  he supervised  civil and legal  justice . colonial  powers  worked  hard toenable  them keep their social-literary  privileges  and fortunes, but deprived  them  of a real politicalinfluence or control since  colonials  were  the actual  rulers in the area . This class  of sheikhs was  anational symbol with  no  content .i.e. ,kept as followers or fronts to legitimize some of their policies.These  classes  and elites controlled  the state  with possessive and  spirit of  proprietary  where  theywere  keen on  practicing  all kinds of monopoly  regarding authority and fortune and excluding otherclasses of  independents and opponents  at  the  same  time  from involvement in ruling. Consequently ,this  spirit led  to  deepen  levels of  political exclusion  especially  those  of  societal and economical, andnarrowing  of  political  contribution  in making  decisions  concerning  modernizing   the society.Thus, the  Arab  Gulf  states were born  weak  carrying  the crisis  of their legitimacy  and theirconnections  mostly with  experiments  of  colonialism.This  is demonstrated  in  the structural  weakness  along  decades  which forced  them  to resort  toviolence  so  as  to overcome  weakness and  solving  legitimacy problem .The  concept  of  state in the
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Arab Gulf  was  not a product  of  economic ,cultural, social and  political  development  of  itscommunities ,but  came  as  a result of outer  factor  and  a response to  colonial , tribal and sectarianrequirements.This  emergence  contributed  in  existing weak ,rootless and  distorted  states  which,  in  turn,came  with  a special  nature  concerning  the basis  of  ruling  techniques. This  helped in  their  retreat ,suffering  from  many  constrains and  interior  and  exterior  challenges.The  U.A.E.  formed  a milestone  in  the history  of  the area, which is demonstrated  in  the role ofsheikh  Zayed  Bin  Sultan  Al-Nhaiyan  who  proved  that  high  hopes  cannot  be  achieved  without  astrong  and  aware  leadership  embodying  thoughts  and  sacrificing  for them to   become  a concretepolitical and  economic reality.Today ,the  Gulf  states  face a number  of challenges  standing  against  its  development  andstrengthening  its  construction. One of  these is the  ability  to establish a new  and non-circumstantialconcept  of  citizenship ,modernity  and  political  culture  that  provides  opportunities  for  social-partnership  in  making  decision concerning  the foundation  besides , diversity of  income  sources  tomaintain economic  achievements  and the demand  of  population  balance that  treats  the  abnormalsituation  in  which  the  citizens  found  themselves  minority  in  their  countries .Also,  finding  aregional  system in the  Arab  Gulf  area to keep  security against  threats  from  beyond boundaries.
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Authority   Alternation in  The  Contemporary  Islamic   Political  ThoughtDissertation Title 2013-2012Year The transition of authority is one of the important political issues that concerned contemporary scholarsand thinkers due to the nature of the relationship between the ruler and the ruled ; and the negativeimpacts and connotations it bear if it was abused if not succeeded peacefully.The study starts with a conceptual framework  Its  first chapter  was  devoted  to study of  theconcept of authority in the political thought in general ,pursuing the concept of authority alternation inthe first section  and its methods in its second section .The third section studies the concept of authority,its alternation and its  source  of  legitimacy in the Islamic political thought .The second chapter entitled (methods of authority formation ,its decline and the process of itsalternation in the traditional Islamic political thought ),deals with two sections .The first studies ways ofauthority  formation and alternation through ( consultation – succession – text and will –and  defeat andtriumph) . the second deals with the ways of the decline of authority and its alternation represented in(death of  the one in authority –resignmemt  of the  one in authority – impeachment of the one inauthority – and revolting violently against the one in authority).The third chapter tackles the method  of authority formation and its alternation in the contemporaryIslamic political thought which evolved   in three main methods  :method  of choice , method ofappointment and Method of  election .The  fourth  chapter  tackles  the problems accompanying  the ways  of authority   for  mation  and itsalternation  in  two  sections  .the first  deals with   problems of   formation .the second deals withproblems  of alternation.The conclusion leads to the fact  that the current concept of  authority alternation has not been usedby  the Islamic political thought neither conceptually nor politically in practice. through the  study wehave found that the Islamic  political thought substitute the idea  of  impeachment in the Islamic conceptwith the idea of authority  alternation  in the western concept ; on the consideration that the qualifiedruler in Islam stays in his office as long as the conditions of his appointment are active .whereas the ideaof authority alternation according to the western concept assign a time –span even if the conditionsremain active ,so, the idea of impeachment differs from the idea of alternation.The study sums up a group of conclusion which reinforce the hypothesis of the research and prove toaffirm the possibility of making use and employment of some of the implications of the Islamic sheria  toadopt authority alternation ever if its basis and pillars are western – originated.
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( √ ) PhD( ) Master
Turkish Policy Towards The Middle East in The Period Between The Years 2002-2010Dissertation Title 2013-2012Year Turkey's foreign policy has attracted much attention recently, whether on level of the European Unionor the Middle East or the United States. Indeed, It has passed  in deep transition, having a significantimpact on the degree and quality of activity of Turkey in the Middle East.Turkey re-discovers the Middle East after being ignored by the secular Turkish establishment loyalto the West for decades . Turkey came back strongly to the equations of the Middle East after a longabsence, through a balanced regional and emerging policy put its country at the center of events, after ithas booked to Turkey the status of "regional reference" in the region, where recent years have seen agrowing interest in Turkey's role in the Middle East and its issues, especially since the arrival of the”AKP ” to power in TurkeyIn 2002 Leaders of the new government was keen to emphasize the adoption of a new vision of thepolicy of Turkey and its external relationship as a centralized state in the various departments to whichit belong and success in the Middle East departments. It is accompanied by the increased presence andactivity of the Turkish role in many of the central issues in the Middle East, with regard to the issue ofIraq or the Multiple paths struggle of  Arab-Israel or  the Crisis of Iranian nuclear program, or reformissues in the region with its various dimensions and other issues.The importance of this study lies also in the timing ,Turkey today is in each case and  issue of theMiddle East in particular , and in the regions surrounding the Middle East, and is the foreign policy lesswhat can be described as a case of large dynamic carrier initiative , not reactive.The emphasis on Turkey's regional role in the Middle East is not unusual, it is a Middle EasternCountry, it is difficult to ignore the region, but new is the extent to whichit rushed which is certainly not confined to economic and security aspects, but beyond that also to thepolitical aspects ,especially that Turkey occupies a sensitive strategic status .This study starts from the premise that the new Turkey under ” AKP ”, paintedthe same way between the East and the West in response to local regional and international  variables .In order to prove the validity of the hypothesis of the  research the  study isdivided into an introductory chapter and four main chapters.The Introductory chapter deals with Turkey's regional position in the Middle East, so that thecontent and essence of the study focuses on Turkish foreign policy in the Middle East, which requires areview of the concept of the Middle East and its strategic indication, and then highlighting the motives of
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Turkey’s interest in the Middle East region .The first chapter addresses the issue (variables affecting the Turkish foreign policy towards theMiddle East) in three sections .The first section deals with the process of decision-making in Turkishforeign policy, while the second section concentrates on the study of the ingredients Turkey enjoys tosupport its foreign policenjoying with its strategic location and huge military force and economic and demographiccharacteristics. The third section  studies the external variables that affect the adoption of Turkey'sforeign policy towards the Middle East.With regard to Chapter Two (determinants of Turkish foreign policy towards the Middle East) theimportance of the impact that these determinants add on the behavior of Turkish foreign politicaldecision-maker to the Middle East . These determinants  have been treated in three sections  , the firstsection deals with the importance and impact of the economic interests of Turkey in the Middle East, andthe second section  studies the impact of  minorities as a Determinant of the policy of Turkey’s MiddleEastern and the third section focuses on the most important  determinants which are the issue of water,and used by Turkey to achieve two goals at the same time as a means and an end in order to achieve theobjectives of Turkish foreign policy in the Middle East region. The third chapter of the study, (Turkishforeign policy towards Middle East after 2002), deals with the orientations of Turkish foreign policytowards Middle East after 2002, since Justice and Development Party took the power in Turkey, and infour sections . The first section includes the new premises of Turkish foreign policy, Middle East returnsto be a position of being looked forward by Turkey increasingly, Turkey has increasingly discover theimportance of the East to strengthen its international position and internal prosperity. The other threesections applies models to Turkey's Middle Eastern policy requires realistic foreign study behavioralpractices to Turkey's Middle Eastern policy, starting the second section of Turkish foreign policytowards the Arab states. The third section concerns Turkish foreign policy towards Israel, and finally thefourth section Turkish foreign policy towards Iran.Finally, The fourth Chapter of the study concerns monitoring and exploring the future of Turkishforeign policy towards the Middle East through three sections, the first is devoted to futuristic  scene ofTurkish foreign policy towards the Arab states, while the second section is devoted to the scene offuturistic Turkish foreign  policy towards Israel, then the third section focuses on the futuristic scene ofTurkish foreign policy towards Iran.
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Mechanisms of Democratic Shifting in Africa Nigeria as a sampleDissertation Title 2013-2012Year The ( democracy shifting ) or ( democratization ) becomes one of the concepts that is casting widelysince eightieth of the last century , accordance to the new circumstances of the world which representedby disintegration of the Soviet Union and moved most of east and middle Europe from one party systemsinto democracy systems ,  in addition to unaccompanied role of USA after the cold war and her pressurein cooperating with her western allies on the Africans countries that have dictatorial systems to leavethese systems and follow up the democracy approach which depends on multitude of parties andrespect the human rights . The resistance powers for these systems and the powers that want thedemocratic have utilized this situation and start demanding to adopt the democracy option. Thenexternal and inner elements were collaborated and pushed the African political systems to shift from themilitary and one party system that controlled on the African countries after independency sincebeginning of sixties till the beginning of seventies of the last century .
This shifting required available of some mechanisms that help to achieve this shifting, the role of thesemechanisms didn’t limited on achieving this shifting but includes companying the democracy aftershifting. The democracy in the African countries faced many troubles and problems, and the future ofdemocracy in these countries depends on the ability of these countries to get over those problems andhow these mechanisms are available.
This study comes to materialize from hypothesis said that there is a group of mechanisms helps toachieve the process of democracy shifting which happened in Africa during the nineteenth decade of thelast century, in order to face this hypothesis we will start with a groups of questions and we will try toanswer them in this study, the most important questions    are :-1-what are mechanisms or means that can assist the African countries to achieve the democracy shifting2- Is the positive role for these mechanisms leads to make this shift or the bad acting in some of thesemechanisms assist on this shift .3- Is the role for these mechanisms finished as soon as shifting into democratic rule or its role willcontinuous to companying the democracy after this shifting .4- What is the democracy future in Africa?We tried to prove this hypothesis as well on the sample specials for studying which is Nigeria .
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In order to make sure of hypotheses above mentioned, the thesis made in three chapters proceeds withan introductive topic , in addition to the introduction and conclusion , depending in our research onseveral curriculums like systematic approach , historical approach and comparative approach .
The introductive chapter comes as a study of concepts to explain the meaning used for some conceptslisted in thesis .
The first chapter entitled as introduction of political history of Africa, which contains three main themes:first one entitled as the Islam and geographical discoveries in Africa and it has divided into two quests:the first one is Islam in Africa and the second is the geographical discoveries in Africa, the second themeentitled as the trading of slaves and Berlin conference that divided into two quests: the first is the slavestrading in Africa and the second is Berlin conference and dividing the African continent , the third themeentitled as the violence and the dialog in the political history in Africa, it is distributed into two quests :the first is violence in facing the arbitrariness , the second is dialog in facing arbitrariness .
The second chapter focus on studying the democracy shifting in Africa and mechanisms of this shifting,this study made in three themes: the first one focus on the democracy shifting in Africa and it hasdivided into two quests : the first one is entitled as the regime of one party and military systems in Africa, the second entitled as democracy shifting in Africa , the second theme deals with the mechanisms ofdemocracy shifting in Africa by two quests : the first entitled as constitution reformation and theeconomical element , the second is the civil society and education, the third is to study the democracyfuture in Africa .
The fourth chapter focusing on studying the sample of thesis which entitled as the mechanisms ofdemocracy shifting in Nigeria and it organized in three themes: the first focus on studying the politicalhistory in Nigeria, the second entitled as mechanisms of democracy shifting in Nigeria, the third focus onstudying the democracy future in Nigeria .
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Religious Reform in the Contemporary Islamic Political thoughtDissertation Title 2013-2012Year Religious reforms is considered as one of the calls recommended by the political Islamic thought to be acure for one of the main reasons for underdevelopment. It is also a step towards social and politicalreform as it provides intellectual perceptions about the issues that is related to this aspect like the issueof the relation between the religion and the state and the relation between freedom and tyranny.Islamic reformists believe that a proper consideration of Islam cannot be done without takingthese issues into account, Create new concepts about them, re-study the Islamic thought in the light ofthe new experiment and the logic and the development of the human sciences. This should includereconsidering the understanding of some reference texts and judgments, criticizing many of the illusionsand religious treatments and theological misconceptions which Muslims have long taken for grantedsince the intellectual decline, aiming at achieving harmony between the purposes of the religion and theinterests of the believers.The study aimed at exploring the issue of religious reform from all its aspects and from itsvarious dimensions in the ideology of the contemporary Islamic reformists. The significance of the studysprings from the topic it tackles which is related to renaissance and progress which Muslims try toachieve. It is also related to violence and atonement under the name of religion which our contemporaryArab and Islamic society witness nowadays. These phenomena destroy and scatter the nation, thereforethey require an Islamic reform project to get out of the impasse that we live in since September 11, 2001events in the United States of America.The thesis is divided into five chapters; the introductory chapter was devoted to state what ismeant by the Religious Reform in the Contemporary Political Islamic thought, while the first chaptertackled the issue of the intellectual reference for religious reform represented in the heritage and themind. The second chapter took care of the issues of state and power in the ideology of reformists. Thethird chapter was for the issue of freedom in the thinking of reformists. The fourth chapter discussed theissue of religious tolerance and the relation with The Other in the thinking of reformists. The studyended up with some conclusive remarks which are summarized as follows:1- The definitions provided about the religious reform focused on the concept of re-reading the religiousthought rather than reforming religion itself.2- One of the demands for religious reform in our communities is the the case of decay andunderdevelopment experienced by the Islamic countries and their people. One of the reasons for thisdecay is the religious ideology.
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3- The contemporary Islamic reformist ideology calls for giving the space for the Ejtihad again as it is abasic condition to develop, reform and renew our life. It also believes that cancelling the role of Ejtihadwas one of the reasons for the underdevelopment our nation.4- The contemporary Islamic reformist ideology has achieved an undeniable progress in presentingideological and theological views for many of the new and old  intellectual and political issues.5- The contemporary Islamic reformist thought is still in need of consolidation and deepening for itsalternative proposals. It is also in need of developing a more comprehensive intellectual project that is inline with the Current reality.
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Contemporary Iranian political Thought Abdol Karim Soroush As ModelDissertation Title 2013-2012Year AbstractAfter the death of Ayatullah khumeini, the leader of the Islamic revolution in Iran, the Iranian societyface a number of political problems among the key argumentative questions in the Iranian politicalthought, were the calls for reformation modification and development in the form of government, theseargumentative questions reached a crtical point especially after Mohmmed khatemi became apresident.It was represented by a group of cultural currents that tried to combine Iranian values, like religion, andWestern thought The best examples for that are: muhammed mujthid shebstery,muhsin kedivar,mustsfa malkian and the one this study focusseson is Abdol Karim Soroush.Soroush is distinguished by a philosophical strength and renewal restoration throries where he reliedon western critical – epistemological approach. That made him depends on the style of deconstructingreligions and political Premises prevalent in Iran. He called for the purification of what He called "thereligious heritayeige" of Iran.Soroush,s opinions caused a great distinction between two things: sacred religions values and changingknowledge, knowledge applicable to discussion and improvement towards perfection. He calls this thetheoy of "Qabdh" (holding) and "Bust" (letting go) a term he borrows from Sufism or Islamic mysticism.This dissertation deals with the attempts in Iran by soroush and a group of other thinkers from differentjuristic, critical and philosophical schools of thought. The theries is divided into five chapters and aconclusion. the First chapter studie what the "reformation" and "contemporary Iranian political thought"are The first section In the defines the term "reformation" and related other terms like "change""restoration" "enlightenment""renaissance" and "revoluation". It also discusses the limitis of researching these terms in contemporaryIranian political thought to wefind the reasons are related to a number of characteristics of religiousthought in iran like: the national ideological, geographical position theological, pistmological andphilosophical heritage. The study also relies on representatation and exampling in dealing with thinkers.Although e explored ideas of reformation preceerding and contemporary to soroush,s philosophy thesecond section is dedicated to soroush biogrsphy and career his intellectual development, assistingresources in his critical thinking and major works. The second chapter, which is entitfed "the roots ofreform in Iranian political thought" starts in its first section with an account of prevoious ideas of reformin Iran particularly. The second section traces the signs and indications of the tobacco revolution and theimpact of the modern ideas and thoriesthat entered Iran with the "mashrutia"(conditional) morement.
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This impact opened the door for argument and creates a large philosophical and religious movement.going on with this movement and argument the researcher dedicates the third chapter to the directionsof political thinking in conservative religious trend. Whereas section two explores the emergence of the
presidency with remarkable majority. This was followed by the growth of modern ideas and theoriesamong the youth, young clerks and studndents of theology. The question that yises hrere is wether thisvictory can be releted to the philosophical and political ideas, such as the one that calls for the multiplelevels of meaning in reading and deepening the idea of religious democratic government in the politicallevel, by the big poles (representatives) of this trend. and looking for reasons that led to the appearanceof this current and the growth of its ideas among its members. Thosemembers were considered structural and ideological conservatives at the early years of the Islamicrevolution. Chapters four and five are dedicated to soroushes reform theories. The fourth one is aboutsoroushes religious and cultural reform. Section one follows his religion reform focusing on his theoryof"Qabdh" and "Bust" or "fear and hope" (holding and letting go) in Islamic sharia with its episemoloicalextenusions such as distinguishing between secondary elements of religion It also explains hisbelief(faith) in "religion pluralism" that has clear structures and purposes. He considers this pluralism asthe best attempt of reform to get out of the dilemmas of calls for the "ouenness" in religious ethnical andpolitical levels. Soroush believes that intellectuals have to carry this message.The fifth chapter is about political reform in his thought in order to show his deconstructive style of thegovernment The first section explores soroush critical philosophy of the Iranian contemporaray politicalscope. Section two discusses soroush counter political theory to "wilayat al faqih" (the supremegovernment of the religious jurisprudent) the so called religious democratic government.The conclusion sums up the findings of the study. It briefly restates and approaches soroush reformideas comparing the to other thinkers showing similarities and differences.
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China's Foreign Policy Towards the Arab Gulf Region After the Cold War and its Future ProspectsDissertation Title 2013-2012Year China's Foreign Policy Towards the Arab Gulf Region After the Cold War and its Future ProspectsSince 1978, substantial changes have taken place in the people’s Republic of China,especially at thepolitical leadership , as a result of which , the country haswitnessed an extremelysuccessful  economicreform and has made it the  first in the world to achieve economic growth rates . On account of thisstraight fact and owing to China’s huge diverse capabilities , a great number of academics and expertsininternational affairs as well as politicians and  decision makers have begun to attach much importanceto the emergence of such powerstogether with itspossible subsequent effects in international relations.The People’s Republic of China (PRC) has placed a high priority on her economic reform for two obviousreasons : to build her own entity first and to ensure for herself an international position on the map ofthe world in the future . To achievethis goal it has excluded the ideological factor as an effectivepolicyfactor in her foreign policy and has  put the  economic in its place as a satisfactory substitute . As a result, China's foreign policy has become more flexible and open in its relations with the world countries andmost particularly .  The Arab Gulf region . This is mainly  due to the fact that the Arab Gulf regionoccupies on importantgeostrategic position and enjoys amass great riches on which China's basicallyrelies . Howeverwhile China's foreign policy towards The Arab Gulf region has assumed economic ,political and security dimensions it entails that China's  policy makers should take all these factors intoconsideration in order to get much benefit for their country .The primary aim of the present study is therefore three  fold : to examine at greater larger thereason’s what  have given rise to China's  policy , to show the stands regional and  international power asregardswhat policy and to study some future trends in the light ofthe current data . The  study has comeup with number of resultsthe most prominent of which is thatChina's foreign policytrendstowards theArab  Gulf regionis predominantly economic .with this aim inview , China's has made every possibleeffort to maintain its  ever growing interests in theregion in such a way that makes her avoid any thingthat may  adversely affect these interests.
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The pluralism and Its Impact On The National Unity A Study In The Malaysian ApproachDissertation Title 2013-2012Year

The present study is an attempt to analyze the relation between acknolgement( of pluralism) andrecognition and establishment of the national unity in Malaysia .it is amatter too much of the importanceand sensitivity in the Malaysian  society of well-known of its plurality  for it is divided into differentethnic groups, of whom are:Malay, Chinese,Indians,kadazan,and Aibans.The fundamental problem which the study shows is the national unity in Malaysia ,it is considered aspriority of the political system.thereforeachieving unity ,the country cannot reach its own stability anddevelopment unless  recognizes that it embraces many branched groups whose distinctiveness   must berespected .hence,there is a deflective relationship between  pluralism and  national unity confirmed bythe historical factuality where the monomial outlook can be applied so as to establish the national unityin Malaysia and this comes to failure and it, inapplication, leads to weaken the national unity. Here, againpluralism is a strategic alternative that accepted all entities of the county.The study gives rise to many hypotheses one of which is the admission of the pluralism in country. It is astrategic choice,if ,where adopted, leads to establish stability and expand the national cohesion morethan adopting or imposing a regional or monomial method in establishing the national unity, for theopportunities for monomial trends through certain periods of the country history lead to futuretensionsand ethnic clashes  which reflected negatively on the economic growth and stability of the national unityand adoption of  pluralism in Malaysia is which  still and facing challenges at various levels.Hence, the present study, howeverattempts to answer a basic question concerning the adoption of thispluralismwhich participates to sustain the national unity in society of pluralism like Malaysia, or it lendsto impair the national unity and the alternative to be applied, and how to establish the stability andeconomic growth in cases of a variety and ethnic, cultural and religious pluralism.Also, itshows howactive the trends could be, so that the end goal might be accomplished.
Researcher
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View of the Arab secularism streams to the political dissertations of contemporary
Islamic movements

Dissertation Title 2013-2012Year The sight of Arabic secularism orientations towards the modern Islamic movements is the critical andnegative sight which depends on considering these movements are expiatory and extremist and theydistant from revival and opening.This legic cannot be generalized on all Arabic secularism orientations because the mentalist sighttowards the Islamic movement to approach and treat with them . And there is no idea to consider theIslamic movement completely are extremist and fundamentalist.According to these consist of four chapters ;the first chapter deals conceptual introduction whichincludes the secularism ,the definition of secularism and introduction to secularism in the modernArabic nation ,in addition to the modern secularism powers.The second part presents the concept of Islamic movements and the closed concepts from this concept,it presents also the reasons which cause to born these movements.Second chapter ideas with mental bases which support the Islamic movements and secularismorientations,it divided into two parts ,first one deals with mental bases for Islamic movement whichrepresent by two important bases;first the close relationship between political authority and religionauthority which represent the appropriate climate to establish ,the second basis which represents inholding the Islamic state.The second part presents the mental bases to secularism orientations which represent by two bases,first is the separation between the political authority and religion authority which causes to hold thestate.Third chapter discucces the reason for struggle between orientations ,also the matters which causesthe closing between them.the first part considers the reason for cultural and mental struggles.the second part focused on themetting ways which present by facing the external and internal powers.Fourth chapter deals with the relationship future between the secularism orientations and Islamicmovement . it deals with three parts ,first one clarifies the sight in future to Islamic movement .thesecond focuses light on the bad life to the Islamic movement and secularism powers and the ways tostand with these in future .third part deals with solution to the main problem between two orientations(the relationship between the state and religion).
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FAILING STATE A THEORETICAL,POLITICAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE SITUATION OF THE
STATE IN THE ARABIAN COUNTRIES

Dissertation Title 2013-2012Year The form of the state has been the essence of the work of all specialists in political science, since thecreation of the state.The failure and success of the state has been measured internally through its policies toward its citizens,externally, through its policies toward the neighboring countries and its condemnation to the use ofviolence in solving internal problems no matter how powerful the state is.There are so many criterion and measurement to differentiate and distinguish among states, goodgovernance is one of the most important criterion which has been used by different institutions of theUnited Nations for the last twenty years, to evaluate the practices of the state in managing its policies inits developmental programs, Also, we have given different definitions to the failed states and thoseconcepts related to it.We studied the formation of Arab states and the problems of the modernization, they initiated. We alsostudied the constitutional and political social infra-structure organizing the work of those states,Because of the difficulty of studying all Arab states; we chose three Arabic states to represent the others.Those states are United Arab Emirates, Mauritania, and Somalia
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The Political Change Approach in the Thought of the Contemporary Islamic MovementsDissertation Title 2013-2012Year This study is titled "The Political Change Approach in the Thought of the Contemporary IslamicMovements".The approach to political change is an urgent need to achieve the desired change in various fields of life,especially political, economic, social and cultural rights. This includes the change if the capital towards astate transition until it reaches to the state desired in the future and modify the political map of the list,and may be able to contemporary Islamic movements, as one of the political spectrum, fundamental inthe arena, which has been engaged in political struggle, which seeks, through curriculum specific andaccredited to it, to gain access to political power and strongly enter into power, and then achievepolitical change is required, and influence in the post-political change, and go beyond historicalexperience and theorizing to see the Islamic express the idea and the project of the Islamic state,founded on political reform and economic reform, and the establishment of public liberties anddemocratic society in accordance with the al-Shara Islamic, and the reform of internal corruption anddevelopment and the rebuilding of the Muslim community, enhanced and deliver him safely, eachbuilding on its vision of an Islamic contemporary.The thesis consists of a preface, five chapters, conclusions, and recommendations.The firstchapter handles the concept of political change in two main sections, the firstsection dealswith the concept of the approach, while the second one takes the concept of political change and itsmeans.The secondchapter deals with the Political Change approach in the thought of the ContemporaryIslamic Movements, by dividing it into two sections, the first one concentrates on the Egyptian MuslimBrotherhood, while thesecond section specializes in the study of the Reformist Movement in Iran.The thirdchapter shows the notion and attitudes of the Political Change Approach in the thought of theContemporary Islamic Movements. Also this chapter is divided into two parts, the first part deals withthe Political Change Approach in the thought of the Jama’at-e-Islami Pakistan,whilethesecond partspecializes for studying the Political Change Approach in the thought of Al-Qaeda.In the fourthchapter the researcher deals with the Political Change Approach in the thought of theContemporary Islamic Movements by taking two samples, the first sample is Hizb Al-Tahrir as a title ofthe first section,and the second sample is Lebanon's Hizbullah, as a title of the second section.In the fifthchapter the future of the Political Change Approach in the thought of the ContemporaryIslamic Movements, is divided into three parts, the first is the future of the peaceful approach, the second
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is the future of revolutionary approach, and the third tackles of the mixed approach.The thesis ends with several conclusions, and list of references used by the researcher.
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Iraqi federal political forces and its impact on the political life of IraqDissertation Title 2013-2012Year Federalism is considered one of the issues that has occupied and still occupies the Iraqi public opinionsince and even after the fall of the Baathist regime. When the Iraqi constitution was issued, which Iraqisvoted for, it confirmed that Iraq is a independent and federal state. As a result federalism turned from adesire and claim into reality.But the controversy did not end at this point because most Iraqi political powers vary in theiropposition for federalism, some refer it to the sectarian motives, others believe it to be the main reasonof dividing Iraq in the future. But these concerns are exaggerated because the supporters of federalismoffered a clear and logical reason. One of these reasons is that the majority do not prefer separationbecause it is good for them to rule an united country, rather than ruling part of it. It is also confirmed inthe Iraqi constitution that oil and other resources belong to all Iraqis and not only to one province. Inaddition, the experience of Kurdistan did not lead to separation; on the contrary it led to the progressand development of the province on different levels.Therefore, this study is divided into an introduction, five chapters, with the conclusion which includesthe most important conclusions reached by the study. The first chapter deals with the concept offederalism as a framework, and other theoretical concepts that relate to this concept.  While the secondchapter is devoted to study the intellectual roots of federalism starting with Western civilizations,passing through the Arab world and ending with the model of the study which is the Iraq. Chapter threediscusses the visions of the Iraqi political powers that are against or with federalism and theirjustifications regard.The fourth chapter focuses on the reflections of federalism on the Iraqi political life. The study ends withChapter five which deals with several scenes and provides a visualization of the prospects for federalismin Iraq, and whether this experience will lead to success or failure in the future.
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The American- Chinese Competition towards Africa after the Cold War Sudan as a case
study

Dissertation Title 2013-2012Year The end of the Cold War led to the emergence of several indications and signs of the retreat of thestrategic importance of the African continent. But another trend appeared in the field of theinternational relations confirms that Africa no longer occupies the great importance for the worldpowers. This trend is based on the decrease of rates of aid and loans offered by these powerful states toAfrica, and on the extent of the commitment of African countries in the democratic transition andrespecting human rights, as it is later called ‘the political conditioning’.In addition to the emergence ofEast European countries which follow the approach of economic reform, a matter that leads thepowerful states to offer these countries aids and loans instead of offering them to African countries onthe other hand.But since the mid-nineties of the last century many opinions opposed to this trend, believing thatthe importance of the African Continent increases particularly at various levels of economy, security,military, and politics. Thus, this importance pushed some countries to move towards this strategicregion in order to increase their international power and expand their domination on the world on onehand and to dominate sources of energy and raw materials which those countries depend on in theirindustries.Africa has acquired an increasing strategic dimension in the past few years despite the exclusionthat it suffered by the previous decades, especially after the end of European colonization in the mid ofthe last century. The importance of Africa as well as international data have imposed on a number ofworld powers, particularly the United States and China to enter this competition in order to achievetheir goals, interests, and other greatest gains.In this context, it is doubtless that Africa will witness a competition between the United Statesand China. What increase this competition are the changes in the international system since the end ofthe Cold War and the collapse of the Soviet Union, a matter that leads decision-makers in the UnitedStates to re-evaluate America’s national interests and priorities.In spite of the difference in opinions, there is one fact that the role of the United States should bereinforced all over the world. Hence, the United States has started new steps towards Africa likeexpanding its domination,influence and interests in this vital region as well as trying to involve thecontinent in the world economic system. It also seeks to change Africa’s ideologies towards liberalism.On the other hand, China starts to expand its domination all over the world, including the Africancontinent, and that was the result of its economic development during last years. Therefore, China starts
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to look forward and transcends its national borders searching for raw materials needed for itsdeveloped industries and finding markets to sell its products. China’s economic, military, and culturaldomination in Africa is considered as a form of competition to the growing U.S. domination in thecontinent.This competition is an evidence of the economic importance of Africa on the one hand, and thedevelopment of the policies of those countries along with the new situation after the end of the Cold Waron the other hand. Because these countries have sought to exploit the continent economically, politicallyand militarily, the competition between the United States and China intensified since the nineties tillthese days, as Africa has gained economic, political and military focus of both countries.
In light of the above, the study reaches to the following conclusions:1. The African continent, on the contrary to most opinions that believe in its exclusion, has become ofgreat importance in international relations. This importance comes from Africa’s vast natural resourcesused in the world industries, in addition to its geo-strategic location as it lies on the very importantwaterways.2. The increasing importance of the strategic pillars on which the U.S.-China competition towards theAfrican continent depend on like Africa’s strategic location, its natural resources, and being trade center.3. Also this competition comes from the desire of both sides to control sources in order to deprive theother side from these sources, as well as to prevent other countries’ domination that may affect theirdomination and geopolitical interests.4.The U.S.-China competition towards Africa is based on a set of economic, political, military, andsecurity factors which played an influential  role on each one’s interests in Africa. Perhaps the economicfactor is at first because energy sources, oil, and natural gas have priority for the United States and Chinabeing the largest oil-consuming countries. Therefore, the fear of stopping oil supply and the inability toachieve self-sufficiency will be reflected negatively on the economic and social conditions, as well aspolitical situation in both countries. In addition to the wide investment chances that Africa allows forboth countries through reinforcing trade and increasing the investment in the continent.5. The mechanisms of competition between the United States and China toward Africa vary in a way thatallows them to ensure their control over this continent. But in spite of the multiplicity and diversity ofthese mechanisms, it could be said that the economic means remain the most effective tool used by theU.S. and China to implement their strategy in Africa whether they employ this positively in form of aidsor negatively in form of sanctions. This indicates to us that the economic means may be less dangerousthan military means because its goals can be achieved after a long time compared to military means, andit is less provocative than the previous one due to its indirect nature which gives it permanence andcontinuity.6. Sudan’s possession of various possibilities and qualities qualify it to become as an influential power inthe Arab and African surroundings, which is a good reason to make it a target of competing powers,particularly the United States and China. So if China's strategy in Sudan is based on economicconsiderations through reinforcing trade and the investment, especially in the field of oil, then the U.S.strategy in Sudan has not only economic goals, but political and security goals as well.7. Despite the growing role of China in Africa, which is considered the U.S. strongest competitive in thecontinent, but China still has limited capacity at the international level. As a result, China should be morecareful in coordinating its policies with African countries especially those which are under U.S.
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domination and rich with petrol, because China lacks American economic, political, military, and culturalaction.8. Recent international data suggest that the current US-China competition towards Africa will not bebased on the military confrontation and violence. It is likely subjected to means of control and commandin order not to lead to a sever tension.In light of the above, cooperation will be the scenarios of future U.S.-China competition towards Africabecause there is no motive for the confrontation and conflict between the United States and China; inaddition it is compatible for foreign policy of both countries in the foreseeable future according to theperception of the need of each country to the other whether economically, politically and security, and atboth the regional and international levels.
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The Process Fact of Building the Civilian Democratic State in Iraq after 2003 and its
Future

Dissertation Title 2013-2012Year Iraq has witnessed after the change on 9/4/2003 an attempt to build a democratic state based oninstitutions and law. This attempt stands on a set of foundations which the constitution of 2005 founderstried to express them.  Such establishment of a state is a simple matter as all previous similar attemptspassed critical phases; therefore this Thesis will discuss this aspect due to its importance under the titleof "The Fact of Establishing a Civilian Democratic State Process in Iraq After 2003 And Its Future".Despite our study of the process of establishing a civilian democratic state in Iraq after 2003 and itsfuture, we shall explain in detail the meaning of Civilian Democratic State dealing with its elements, basisand its respective definitions and properties. We will discuss also in this research whether the Iraqi statehas experienced the building of civilian democratic state since its establishment in 1920 to prior9/4/2003 or not.As we will discuss the outcome of civil democratic state in Iraq after 2003 through discussing inconstitutional texts after 2003 and the behavior of institutions and how to apply the concept ofcitizenship. As well, we will discuss the role of elites in this experiment to build a civil democratic stateand the established constitutional institutions the after a year and their role in the process of State-building.The process of building a civil democratic state, undoubtedly, under the Iraqi situation, there will bemotivated for the success of this process and ballasts may prevent its success. These motives and brakesto be discuss as well, as we will discuss the positives of this process if it succeeds and what may help thissuccess and factors can fail it.We will discuss in the thesis a future vision for this process, and set success hypotheses of the processthrough a set of data provides help to succeed, and in case of lack of this success, we will discuss thealternatives of this process that could be the alternative of it.Thesis HypothesisThrough this thesis, we will examine the following hypothesis:- To succeed the process of build a civil democratic state in Iraq, the elements of success should beavailable.- This process of build a civil democratic state in Iraq must have the national consensus, otherwise it willnot continue.Thesis MethodologyThe study has depended on more than one curriculum. as it began to study historical curriculum and
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comparative approach in the study of  the civil democratic state roots in the eras of governance in Iraqsince the founding of Iraq modern state in 1920, Royal and Republican Regimes. The study ended withthe study of curriculum analytical in future reading building the civil democratic state in Iraq after 2003.Thesis StructureIn addition to the introduction and conclusion, thesis will be divided into four chapters; the first chapterof study will be devoted to discuss the essence and roots of civil democratic state in two sections. Thefirst will deal with the definition of the civil democracy state of democracy and explain its factors, andthe second shall discuss the roots of democratic state experience in Iraq and whether it is exists or notsince the founding of the Iraqi state, with in-depth study of Royal and Republican eras.The second chapter will be devoted to the study the Constitution and constitutional of two sections; the
citizenship between the constitutional provisions and practical application. The second section dealswith the ruling elites, institutional building, institutions and their role.Chapter III of this thesis is dedicated to study the motives and disruptors of building process of civilmotives of thedemocratic state by discussing the diversity of community management, achieving the Iraqi best interestand the effect of the international political situation. the second section will discuss the processdeterminants  through the study of the impact of the dictatorial legacy, foreign presence, regionalinterference and the nature of the political culture of the Iraqi society.Chapter IV will be allocated to the future vision of the construction the civil democratic state in Iraq after2003 of two sections. first will discuss the possibility of success through the evolution of the institutionsrole and community awareness, and achieve economic and developmental  gains. The second discussesthe possibility of failure by discussing alternatives of civil democratic state draft, which is the occurrenceof political fiefdoms, the emergence of a new type of tyranny and adoption of the Lebanese model inIraq.As I put this modest effort to members of the esteemed committee debate, my great desire is to correcterrors and show comments to strengthen the scientific material in this thesis to bring it to achieve thelevel of ambition. no doubt, the rich experience of the esteemed committee members would be the besthelp after God (Almighty) for me to complete learning knowledge to serve great country my and itscitizens, came in the Hadith: (seek knowledge from the cradle to the grave).RecommendationsThrough my thesis of "The Process Fact of Building the Civilian Democratic State in Iraq after 2003 andits Future", I tried to discuss the process of State Building after 2003 and I concluded a set of conclusionsthat I hope to contribute in the process state-building as my main goal is to achieve correction andreformation for this process.The more this experience is  need to achieve success is the approval of all community parties on theimportance of resorting to the Constitution as ceiling of laws, and in the case of objections to some of itsparagraphs, a modification to be conducted to the Constitution without suspending it.Also, install of constitutional institutions and developing its work of is very crucial to the success ofState-comfort the citizen that his rights are guaranteed. However, very important institutions such asPresidency of the Republic Institution, as the Constitution protector, and the prosecutor institution andothers still not undertake its responsibilities constitutionally drawn, and this is an immediate need to
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correct for its importance.The most prominent defaults of the constitutional institutions currently exist, including the parliamentis weakness of legislative performance, as tens of constitutional laws, that we have mentioned in thethesis, did not approved yet what  leads to different interpretations and conflicting of powers betweenopposing and beneficiary parties of those laws, and the monitoring performance is weak and almostnon-exist.The re-produce the same characters of the executive authority that do not mange to achieve success intheir mission is not something wise, and will not pay only for more failure, as the Increasing ofcorruption indicators, lack of services and deterioration security is not a positive point and do not showsuccess of the executive power. I am here not blaming an entity or someone the responsibility of thefailure, but All participants in the executive authority responsible for this failure.The judicial authority in Iraq suffer from weakness and appear often to be affiliated to the executiveauthority which cannot build a civilian democratic state under weak judiciary, so Returned to considerthis authority officials and the laws that govern its institutions is very important.The concept of citizenship must be transmitted from slogans to practical applications, through thelegislative laws and to put the interests of citizens and nation over the sectarian, party national interests,and this is what the Iraqi experience is suffer from after 2003.That there is a wrong understanding of to the federalism concept  between separation and the expansionin powers through private readings of the Constitution, so it should reconsider the enacting laws ofestablishing regions and the nature of the relationship between Kurdistan and the Iraqi government,because it is not inthe proper context.The cohesion of the Iraqi state after 2003, especially with regard to issues of importance is missing, so itmust re-consideration to the State as it represents all identities of authorities for and societal attitudes.The legacy dictatorship is the most prominent impedes to success the state-building process, howeverwe recommend to deal with it in a wisely manner by returning and compensation of victims' rights andpunish the offending without expansion in punishment. In addition, reconsideration of occupationperiod and all its laws, people and work mechanism is very important in order to distinguish betweenbeneficial and harmful to the Iraqi experience.The responsibility of ruling elites is great and influential in the success of the process, but the ruling elitetoday is not eligible to manage this role, so the responsibility of elites production able to toast thesuccess of the process of Iraqi state after 2003, rests on the Iraqi people as the source  of power andsovereignty.The possibility of the failure of the process is exist due to a set of internal and external factors, so theIraqi people should protect and defend his experience because the alternatives to the civil statedemocracy in Iraq will be bad choices and demonstrate their failure and cannot depend on them.Any process of building a civilian democratic state, especially in countries such as Iraq would faceobstacles in its infancy, however the most important reasons for its success is the desire to succeed andthe following legal methods even of its long term. Iraqis today more than ever are required to complywith the language of law and respect for their previous suffering and overcome the past and look to thefuture in a wise eye.And Allah is the aim of intention.
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Dissertation Title 2013-2012Year The process of building nation state is a combinationalaccumulative one. It cannot be spontaneous, yet it is made throughconscious and deliberate planning by the political regime. This processbasically seeks establishing a community unity around the entity onwhich it stands. Thus, it requires an efficient bureaucracy in managementof the construction process which requires the dismantling of thetraditional system constructions, its affiliations, and sub-loyalties andrepackaging and combining it according to modern formulations that theconstruction process needs in which loyalty and affiliation are just for thestate through generating a sense of common belonging among variouscultural groups by means of attracting local identities pushing themtowards joining its institutions on the one hand, and through a rapidresponse for the demands of those groups in a way makes them feel themoral and material strength of the state and the necessity of its existenceand persistence to satisfy those demands on the other hand; thengenerating a sense of belonging to the state and its institutions as ageneral common element which has the ability to satisfy the variousgroups needs. Thus, defending this common element becomes a sacredduty and a general right to the state of which the society is responsiblefinding itself in conformity with the state which is in turn identical withthe society. This process requires a political regime that has legitimacyand based on institutionalization of power in order for the process toachieve its objectives smoothly.The project of building a nation state in Iraq failed in the tworeigns, the Royal and the Republican. That was due to the dominance ofpolitical elite that went far in its conception of building the nation state،when it dictated to society its conception of state building and nationalidentity formation coercively, away from the reality of Iraqi societywhich combines national, religious and doctrinal diversity and variety.
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Thus, it gave priority for the role of blood, history, and language in nationstate building over the role of rights and duties, so it resorted tocoercive methods in building identity with which all the values ofcitizenship were lost accompanied by its rights and duties.The research sets a hypothesis that establishing a state ofinstitutions is the only guarantee that enables the state to encompass andmobilize society or recruit it in its service, then ending the bases oftraditional distinction among its members. Here only becomes the citizen
)citizenship) a new concept and an original one to the collectiverelationship. Hence, transforming unframed relationships and politicalactivities into institutional relationships and activities or framed ones isthe right path towards a stable and balanced political system within theframe of a state of institutions and towards a sound nation statebuilding.In order to prove this hypothesis the structure of the study isdivided into four chapters, in addition to an introduction and conclusion.The first chapter includes an attempt to determine the theoretical conceptson which the study is based classified into two sections. The first onedetermines the concepts of institutionalization, the role, and the position؛The Institutionalization of Authority andwhereas the second one includes the concepts of building the state, thenation, and their mergence.The second chapter probes authority depths and its relation withthe political phenomenon. It shows the concept of authority and its naturein the ancient societies, then its nature and the method it isinstitutionalized in modern societies. It also explains the relation betweeninstitutionalization in state building on the one hand and the wayinstitutionalization affects the process of nation state building andforming the gathering national identity on the other hand. All this fallsinto two sections.The third chapter focuses on investigating the role ofinstitutionalization in the project of building a nation state in Iraq. Ittries to show this through concentrating on studying the problematicnature of the emergence of the Iraqi state and its impact on the nature ofauthority formation on the one hand, then the impact of the nature ofauthority on the Iraqi state building mechanisms on the other hand.The fourth chapter reveals what the future of building the nationstate in Iraq is going to face in two key issues. The first opts for thenecessity of institutionalizing authority and building the state ofinstitutions and the state of law in order to confront the risk ofdisintegration and division. Whereas the second focuses on noninstitutionalizingauthority, then personalizing it in the identity of sect ornationalism and then facing the risk of fragmentation and division which
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Fall in two sections.Finally the current study remains a modest effort in the midst of researching and studying tackling statebuilding by research and analysis
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